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Quote:
 by furiousmax on 2004/1/30 12:41:54 

 -seems a bit pretentious
it is because the artist knows his body of work better then any one else. and they would be able to
decide what picture best suits that category.

Quote:
 Does the pic have to be on this site? If it's on a free site surely it can be nominated? 
Yes it has to be on this site and posted before january. These awards are the heromorph awards and
for the pictures that were posted last year because there had to be a cut off and the end of the year
was a logical one for transition. also the first of january would be the start of eligiblity for next years
awards.

Quote:
 Most improved...since when?
last year. based on pictures posted at heromorph.

Quote:
 If they did their frankensteining really well surely we wouldn't know...
another reason the artist should nominate their own work. as they know what they did.

Quote:
 by Reg 2004/1/30 13:06
how do we nominate
read the first post in this thread for details.

Also the three judges are going to add to the personal nominations. so if you do not nominate
yourself for a award does not mean you will not get one. 
I am sorry for the few new artists and members that have been cut off by the january first thing. but
there needed to be a cut off and the end of the year seemed to be a good one. no matter when the
cut off was made someone would not be included. but do not fret, there is always next year. and your
votes will count for this years awards.
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